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Crossing your Ts
• Printing: handwriting that is printed indicates a writer who is
independent-minded and refuses to bow to societal conventions for
the sake of compliance.
• Signature: when the first name is abbreviated in the signature, the
writer is extremely private about personal matters.
• Roundedness in handwriting reveals emotionality whereas angularity reveals analytical thinking skills.
• When the spacing of a sample is organized so the page is visually
appealing, the writer’s good organizational skills are indicated.
• Writers who attend carefully to diacritics (i dots, crossing t bars,
etc.) reveal themselves as detail oriented.
— Source: Annette Poizner, annettepoizner.com

Graphology
Signatures of William McKinley, Franklin Roosevelt, Calvin
Coolidge, Lyndon Johnson, Grover Cleveland and
Gen. Ulysses S. Grant.

The science behind your

John Hancock
Cross that t and dot that i — and read on, for what your
writing says about you. valerie berenyi, calgary herald
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Spotlight
Annette Poizner is speaking
on the psychology of handwriting June 17 at 8 p.m. at
Temple B’nai Tikvah (900
47th Ave. S.W.) Cost is $10.
“Kabbalah and the Psychology of Handwriting”
will examine celebrities’
handwriting to demonstrate
how graphology expresses
personality using principles
that seemingly derive from
Jewish mysticism.

ogy from the University of
Toronto. Her doctoral dissertation explored the use of
graphology within psychotherapy.
“I’m trying to rectify
what passes for graphology in North America right
now, which has become
bastardized and something
of a party trick,” she says,
explaining that in Europe
and Israel, where she studied, graphology is widely
practised by mental health
professionals.
At the core of what she
does is “projective personality assessment,” a discipline
that helps clinicians learn
about a person’s character,
emotional disposition and
social style by analyzing his
or her drawings, written material or other behaviours.
Even though people now
handwrite less and type

more, Poizner says that if
she were to ask someone
to draw her a picture, provide five words and write
a story using those words,
“a trained clinician can
analyze almost anything
because people are so fundamentally expressive.”
Unlike typing, putting
pen or pencil to paper is an
intense brain workout that
leaves a written trail of a
person’s style, rhythm and
usual way of moving, stopping and starting.
She lays on a few zingers
near the end of my analysis.
Poizner detected a
“schoolmarmish” side in
my handwriting that seeks
to repress my undisciplined
loops, the hastily unclosed
“ss” and the inconsistent
squishing or flattening of
some middle zone letters.
Sometimes my inner editor
goes back to fix some of those
little letters and retraces my
small Ts. “Retracing . . . (is) a
trait of someone who’s very
private,” Poizner explains,
adding thoughtfully: “You’re
a study in contradiction. If
you’re in such a hurry, how
come it’s so perfect?”
OK . . . moving right along
then. “Can you imagine
going to see a therapist,
handing them some written
material, and they tell you all
this?” asks Poizner. “It catapults the process forward.”
vberenyi@theherald.

A sporty signature
The signatures of the two golfers Jack
Nicklaus and Tiger Woods, both show
well-developed lower zones, says
Annette Poizner.
Those lower zones indicate sportsmen
whose athletic abilities are informed by
a strong sensuality, which accounts for
their precision in the game of golf. (Of
course, sensuality proved to be Woods’
undoing.)
Both also have letters that are carefully articulated, showing an attention
to detail, also necessary to master the
sport. Both also show a pronounced
upper zone, indicating executive ability.
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very time you put pen
to paper, you open
a window into your
unconscious mind, according to the principles of graphology, a.k.a. handwriting
analysis.
So when I mailed off
samples of my scrawl to a
Toronto-based handwriting
expert and psychotherapist,
apparently I threw open all
of the windows and doors.
In advance of her upcoming talks in Calgary on June
17 (see spotlight), Annette
Poizner invited me to find
out “what your handwriting
says about you.” She asked
me to provide reams of
handwriting: 10 early childhood memories, two drawings, the description of a
dream, a page-long essay describing my day and several
examples of my signature.
Although we’ve never met
in person, what she gleaned
about my personality,
strengths and weaknesses
from those pages of squiggles left me speechless.
My big, sprawling handwriting reveals me to be “a
very deep-feeling, vibrant,
imaginative, nurturing, sensual person. Colourful. One
big nerve ending!” she told
me on a phone call.
“Your finger is on the
pulse of emotions, sensations, drama, everything
that is fundamentally
human. The world out there
is like a big playground; it’s
all so interesting to you.”
Yes, it is.
Apparently, the middle
zone of my writing is “on
steroids.” (See the diagram
“Graphology.”) The middle
zone, according to Poizner’s
as-yet-unpublished book,
Reading from the Soul:
Handwriting Analysis and
the Tree of Life, corresponds
to a person’s social and emotional realm. It’s no accident
that I love to write about
people and their lives.
One of the most marked
aspects of my handwriting
is that I’m careful to avoid
scribbling on the left margin of the page — the zone
of “internality” — and am
always “racing toward the
right margin,” she says.
My forward-driving penmanship shows I’m “thrusting” myself with too much
male energy into the outer
world, neglecting the female
energies of reflection and introspection back on the left
side of the page. No wonder
I sometimes bite off more
than I can chew, she says.
“I love doing this. It’s so
interesting meeting people
from the inside out,” says
Poizner, who is on a mission
to promote graphology as
a highly useful tool for the
psychotherapist’s tool kit.
It should be used alongside
other assessment measures,
she cautions, never alone.
“Any one tool has its limits. The beauty is when you
use them all hand in hand. If
you can find agreement and
can reconcile the complexities that come up, you get
a 3-D sketch of who you’re
looking at as opposed to ‘Oh,
you’re an extrovert.’ ”
Poizner’s got the academic
credentials to back her up.
A registered social worker,
she holds a master in social work from Columbia
University and a doctorate
of education specializing
in counselling psychol-

The upper zone
corresponds to
spirituality, intellect, imagination,
executive skills.
The middle zone
corresponds to the social and emotional realm and an
interest in the physical world (colour, interior design,
dressing well, sensitivity to the visual world). The lower
zone corresponds to functionality, sensuality, practicality.

Special thanks to those who contributed to the
first annual Walk to Fight Arthritis, May 30, 2010.
The event raised $900,000 in 17 communities
across Canada.
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